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Malcolm Pryce

Professional writer for hire 

e-books | blog posts | ghostwriter | content



I’m the one on the right



‘Pryce really is in a league of his own.’

TIME OUT
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Advertising





This was a series of bus shelter posters created to 

persuade the men of Singapore to take their 

girlfriends to watch intellectually challenging & 

cerebral art house movies, instead of ones where folk 

got blown up. 

The number of babies christened ‘Jean Paul Sartre’ in 

Singapore the following year rose by 3,000%









Radio

In her womb there is a 

door…

D&AD Award winner 2016 

Award: Wooden Pencil / Writing for Advertising

Agency: Ogilvy & Mather Singapore

Client: The Life Foundation

Baby girls have never been popular in some traditional Asian societies. In 

the past they were often left out overnight to die, or drowned in milk. But 

now the widespread availability of cheap ultra sound scans has led to 

close on a million baby girls being aborted in  countries such as India and 

China every year for the  crime of being female. The campaign aimed to 

raise awareness of the issue.

Listen online

https://www.malcolmpryce.com/radio/
https://www.malcolmpryce.com/radio/


The Samaritans 2016

Wood Pencil / Writing for Advertising 

 Agency Ogilvy & Mather Vietnam

Client: The Samaritans

How do I know my dog committed 

suicide? 

It was his third attempt.

The man in my bed died last year. 

His fingernails still grow. I wash 

him every day. He sleeps with my 

wife.

Halfway down was a hell of a time 

to realise I wanted to live.
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The Kern Project

Wonderfully nutty campaign conceived by James Nester 

and Graham Jenks at OgilvyOne. It involved sending a 

gnome round the world to demonstrate the accuracy of 

Kern scientific measuring scales. The point being that tiny, 

barely perceptible variations in gravity could be detected in 

the gnome’s fluctuating weight. 



Read copy

https://www.flickr.com/photos/earljenx/10922927043/in/photostream/lightbox/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/earljenx/10922927043/in/photostream/lightbox/


Read copy

http://www.apple.com/
http://www.apple.com/
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Read copy

https://www.flickr.com/photos/earljenx/10922637335/lightbox/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/earljenx/10922637335/lightbox/
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First One Show Golds in Southeast Asia.
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Novels





Articles



Read these and many other articles on 

Medium at 

https://medium.com/@exogamist

https://medium.com/@exogamist
https://medium.com/@exogamist


Telegraph & Guardian



Read online Read online

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/travel/citybreaks/5354818/Bangkok-My-kind-of-town.html
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/travel/citybreaks/5354818/Bangkok-My-kind-of-town.html
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2009/may/06/best-books-expatriate-top-10
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2009/may/06/best-books-expatriate-top-10


BBC



Listen online

Listen online

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UZAF85d8jFo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UZAF85d8jFo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-BVr0x51PDs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-BVr0x51PDs


A bit about me…

I started out at FCO of London as a junior writer. FCO was a legendary hot-shot creative 

agency that was winning awards all over the place. Then someone noticed. The agency 

was bought out and the handful of twenty-something creative mavericks turned 

overnight into millionaires. This signalled a change in creative direction. The whole 

agency went to lunch and never came back. I ended up in Singapore.

Here I worked on the prestigious Singapore Airlines account and also wrote ads for the 

former headhunting tribes of Borneo. (For more information about them, see the Tintin 

story, The Adventure of Flight 714.)

They turned out to be some of the most civilised clients I had ever encountered. It was 

the only time in my career that I had to wear a jacket and tie to meet the client.

And, indeed, the only time I had the pleasure of dancing the Ngajat with his daughter.

We danced until dawn beneath a chandelier of shrunken heads – relics of former 

copywriters who had ignored the dress code.

Around the year 2000 I published my first novel and became an ad freelancer, working 

mostly for the Ogilvy & Mather network, in particular as the unofficial creative 

Consigliere for Tham Khai Meng, the global creative chief at Ogilvy.
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And one that got away...
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We couldn’t get the rights to use 

the photo. 

Done with the legendary Todd 

McCracken, Ogilvy & Mather, 

Vietnam.

And probably the finest example 

ever of an art director making the 

copy I slaved over illegible.

Thanks. Todd.

You can read it here

https://www.malcolmpryce.com/robin/
https://www.malcolmpryce.com/robin/
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Advertising Agencies

FCO Ltd., London

McCann Erickson, Singapore

Batey Ads, Singapore

Ogilvy & Mather, Singapore

Ogilvy & Mather, Hong Kong

Ogilvy & Mather, Bangkok

Ogilvy & Mather, Tokyo

Ogilvy & Mather, New York

DDB, Zurich

Saatchi & Saatchi, Bangkok



I wish that all first novels could be written with such 

cadence, such panache and such abundant comic talent—

Daily Telegraph

Sheer delight…already one of my favourite books of the 

year—GUARDIAN

Very black and very funny indeed—TLS

Surreal, absurd and very funny—The Times

Malcolm Pryce is the King of Welsh Noir—Sunday Telegraph

One of the most inventively comic crime novels of recent 

years—Sunday Times

A uniquely surreal spin on the hoary conventions of noir 

writing…impossibly weird and, in parts, beautifully lyrical—

GUARDIAN 

Marvellously imaginative…You’ll weep and laugh on the 

same page. Wonderful—GUARDIAN
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Thanks for looking

malchemy@malcolmpryce.com

www.malcolmpryce.com

mailto:malchemy@malcolmpryce.com
mailto:malchemy@malcolmpryce.com
http://www.malcolmpryce.com
http://www.malcolmpryce.com

